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AUDITION - for 6 flexible 
 
In this scene, Erin comes across tigers. 
 
(Two BOARS enter. ERIN starts to enter. He sees the boars 
and hides.) 
 
BOARUS: Snort! Snorrrrt! 
BOARUM: Just the facts, Boarus. 
BOARUS: Snoooooooooooooort! 
BOARUM: You don’t know that! 
BOARUS: Snort! Snort! Snort! 
BOARUM: That is not proof of an invasion! 
BOARUS: SNORT! Snort. Snort. Snooooort! 
BOARUM: Fresh tangerine peels found by a bush does not 

prove anything! 
BOARUS: SNORT! 
BOARUM: I know we don’t have tangerine trees here, but 

they could have floated on the ocean and a wave could 
have deposited them. Think, Boarus. One should always 
think! 

BOARUS: SNORT! 
BOARUM: You’re taking the word of Mangy Mouse? 
BOARUS: Snort, snort, snort, snort, snort, snort— 
BOARUM: Yes, I heard about the lumpy rock that was under 

the bush and then it was not under the bush. Mangy Mouse 
is most unreliable. If you ask me, there is still no proof of an 
invasion! BOARUS: Snort, snort? 

BOARUM: Yes. I’ll keep an eye out. Just in case. Because if 
anyone does invade this island, well, it won’t be pretty! 

BOARUS: Snort! 
 



(THEY exit. ERIN comes out of hiding nervously eating a 
tangerine. He starts to throw a peel away but stops himself 
and puts it in the knapsack.) 
 
ERIN: I won’t make that mistake again! Better keep the peels 

hidden! I don’t want to leave a trail! Now, if only I could find 
the river. Maybe I should wait until it is darker. But if I wait, 
I won’t be able to see anything. But if I don’t wait… OH! 
What’s a brave kid to do?  

 
(SFX: Increasing jungle noises. ERIN wanders to some brush 
and a river.) 
 
ERIN: (Cont’d.) The river! My mind’s made up! I will follow the 

river! 
 
(HE starts down the path.) 
 
ERIN: (Cont’d.) Getting thicker and thicker and the river’s 

getting littler and littler.  
 (FX: The path is getting thicker. SFX: Jungle noises. ERIN 
appears uneasy. Option: One or two actors could be building 
a more challenging path. It can go through the audience or 
wherever you want it to go.) 
 ERIN: (Cont’d.) I wonder if I should take a shortcut through 

that opening and meet up with the river on the other side? 
It’s too hard to get through this! 

 
(HE takes a shortcut and is in a clearing. A few TIGERS stare 
at him.) 
 
ERIN: (Cont’d.) A clearing! 
 
(TIGERS whisper in low roars.) 
 
ERIN: (Cont’d.) Uh oh. Should have waited till dark… 
 



(TIGERINA steps out and walks around ERIN. As she does 
that, other TIGERS dance a cat-dance around him.) 
 TIGERINA: I bet you think you’re funny. Roar! Walking around 

like you own the place! Roar! 
 
(ERIN shakes, speechless.) 
 
TIGERATA: Next thing you know, he’ll be telling us he didn’t 

know it was our jungle. 
TIGEROLA: Come on! I can’t wait to hear your excuse! 
TIGERINA: Speak up, child! Don’t you know that no explorer 

has ever left the jungle alive? 
ERIN: Well…there was this cat… 
TIGERATA: What, kid? What’s your excuse? Cat got your 

tongue? 
TIGEROLA: You’re the first child to come here. You’re kind of 

a delicacy, know what I mean? 
TIGERINA: I bet you’re extra tender… We should marinate 

him… 
TIGERATA: Let him simmer… 
TIGEROLA: Baste him with coconut milk… 
TIGERATA: I saw him first! And I want him grilled! Ro-o-ar! 
ERIN: No! I wouldn’t taste good any of those ways. And I don’t 

think it’s dinner time! 
TIGEROLA: We don’t have meal times, you know. 
TIGERINA: We just eat when we’re hungry. 
TIGERATA: And I’m hungry now. Roar! 
TIGEROLA: Very hungry. Ro-o-ar! 
TIGERINA: I can’t wait anymore! ROAR! 
 
(ALL TIGERS pounce on ERIN.) 
 
ERIN: WAIT! GUM! 
TIGERATA: Gum? Did you say gum? 
ERIN: Let me go. I’ll show you! 
TIGEROLA: You can’t outrun us, you know! 
ERIN: I won’t run! Look. I have gum for all! 
 



(ERIN throws out many pieces of chewing gum. The TIGERS 
take a look, paw at it, and then growl. They then laugh.) 
 TIGERINA: We do like chewing gum that is true. But that 

won’t fill us up. We’d prefer to eat you! 
 
(Again THEY close in. ERIN shakes.) 
 
ERIN: But this is special chewing gum! Extra special. 

Amazingly special. 
 
(Optional: THEY lift ERIN up off the ground.) 
 
TIGERATA: What’s so special about it?  
ERIN: (Terrified.) It… if… well… If you chew it long enough…it 

turns green! And then after it turns green…you can plant it 
and pretty soon…chewing gum trees will grow. They grow 
really fast, like this. 

 
(ERIN demonstrates a fast-growing, tall chewing-gum tree.) 
 ERIN: (Cont’d.) You could have chewing gum for the rest of 

your life! For free! But you better start chewing now before 
it goes stale. If it grows stale it loses its ability to turn green, 
and then you can’t get a chewing gum tree out of it. The 
sooner you chew, the sooner you can plant it and the sooner 
the trees will grow. 

 
(THEY return ERIN to his feet.)  
 
TIGEROLA: Chewing gum trees, eh? 
 (TIGERS each take a piece and chew and chew and chew.)  
 
TIGERINA: This is mighty fine! 
TIGERATA: I can’t wait until it turns green. 
TIGEROLA: Look in my mouth! Is it green yet? Tell me! Is it 

green? 
 



(ERIN quietly slips away. TIGERS continue to check each 
other’s mouths to see if they’ve turned green. They roar in 
approval and exit as Erin peeks out.) 
 
ERIN: That was a close one! What happens if I meet any more 

wild beasts? I’m out of chewing gum! 
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